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THE LIFE OF A SOUL 

 
 In this paper I discuss the idea of the power of choice by interpreting the chariot analogy 

in Plato’s dialogue Phaedrus. At the end of the paper, I take a brief look at the Harry Potter 

series by J.K. Rowling which began for me a whole discussion of the power of choice. The 

discussion topics in order are:  

1) The power of choice 
 2) The character Phaedrus 
 -Why and how the conversation in the dialogue progresses  
3) The Parts of the soul 
 -Truth and Madness 
4) The Immortal Soul 
5) The Self-mover 
6) Application of the chariot analogy to the immortal soul(s) 
7) Concept of Destiny regarding truth and enlightenment 
8) Connecting all the above topics with the power of choice 
9) How Harry Potter further demonstrates the power of choice in contemporary ideals 
 

In the Platonic dialogues, Socrates discusses the soul by means of various analogies. By 

creating these analogies, Socrates helps people understand his philosophical ideas and 

discoveries. In the Phaedrus, the non-philosopher Phaedrus is the man trying to understand the 

discussion that Socrates presents to him with the use of analogies. The philosopher Socrates is 

trying to enlighten the man he is talking to with examples that allow the non-philosophic man’s 

soul to relate. Socrates creates these analogies in order to help his students along with Phaedrus 

as the non-philosopher to envision the idea behind the examples he uses. The non-philosopher 

Phaedrus starts to understand the means by and ends to which Socrates is trying to guide him on 

the path of enlightenment. 

The connections between the immortal soul and the chariot analogy are the ideas that 

Socrates creates. Plato separates them into form and philosophical arguments. Plato creates two 

different aspects that present themselves throughout his dialogues and more specifically in the 
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Phaedrus proof of the soul’s immortality and the chariot analogy. Plato the philosopher provides 

the givens and proof, and Plato the imaginative artist  creates literary analogies to help people 

visualize his actual meanings of his proofs. Plato as the imaginative artist is also being rather 

literary during the Phaedrus in the way he uses the givens needed for the proof. Basically, he 

wants to convince Phaedrus that in order for everyone to live their lives on the correct path of 

enlightenment, an incorporation of free will and destiny needs to be present for the truths that 

individuals receive before enlightenment. This proof of immortality and analogy of the 

charioteer support one another in the overall idea and belief that the enlightenment is only 

achievable by the power of choice and recollection. The overall determining factor of the power 

of choice needs to be in conjunction with the analogy of the chariot and immortal soul because 

the ideas of choice and immortality do not hold without one another. 

On the Power of Choice 

The analogy of the chariot in the Phaedrus is the main topic in determining the primary 

factor within the soul: power of choice. Before undertaking any other investigation of the 

dialogue, one must discuss the exploration and definition of the power of choice. The power of 

choice is the ability to make a decision on one’s own accord without external influences. The 

power of choosing represents freedom of the mind, body and soul. For the purpose of the paper, 

the soul needs the ability to choose in order to achieve Destiny. 

 The power of choice is a fascinating subject matter to inquire about. It forces people to 

question whether they are making their own decisions or every decision is pre-destined in the 

Universe. This kind of investigation from a Platonic aspect helps people look past their physical 

exteriors into their souls. Not knowing the source of thoughts and actions is almost infinitely 

nerve-wracking for human beings if the source is unknowable. The most that people can do is 
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live life day by day in the best way possible according to their own individual needs. The power 

of choice dictates individuality and interaction with each other as human beings. The topic of 

Destiny is something no man truly can answer to, but there are plenty of speculating theories in 

regards to the soul and power of choice. Heraclitus, one of Plato’s biggest influences says, 

“Character for man is destiny”. This quote can have various interpretations. Here for the sake of 

argument, the meaning is that man can develop himself within limits and eventually reach or 

fulfill Destiny by way of enlightenment of the Good.  

The power of choice is something that affects everyone and everything in this world 

including the immortal realm. The purpose of this paper is to determine how the soul makes 

decisions and the effects that those decisions have on the individual or how essentially one acts 

and reacts within the group or society. Without the power of choice, the way one achieves 

enlightenment could not exist. The reason is that if man does not choose to acknowledge the 

truth that presents itself to him, he will not know of the possible choice. Also, the fact that the 

individual is the only one who can make a difference in a group shows that the power of choice 

demonstrates individuality, leadership, independence and justice to anyone who utilizes it. The 

individual can change the group he or she is in by the good or bad choices one can make and 

these choices can change the group dynamic and either help or hurt the group’s goal. 

On the character Phaedrus 

 This investigation of the  power of choice begins with the character Phaedrus. He and 

Socrates are talking about reciting speeches and being a lover of great speeches. Near the 

beginning of the dialogue, Phaedrus recites Lysias’ speech that he thinks is profound and then 

urges Socrates to recite a speech for his own pleasures. After reciting speeches, Socrates realizes 

that Phaedrus does not see anything past the words that he is repeating and it worries Socrates 
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that Phaedrus has no mind of his own. Because of Socrates’ realization of Phaedrus’ state of 

mind, he attempts to guide him to the path of independent thinking by reciting speeches that are 

rather creative. Socrates says,  

 
“…I thought I heard a voice coming from this very spot, forbidding me to leave until I 
made atonement for some offense against the gods. In effect, you see, I am a seer, and 
though I am not particularly good at it, still—like people who are just barely able to read 
and write—I am good enough for my own purposes. I recognize my offense clearly now” 
(242c).  

 

At this point of the dialogue, Socrates clearly recognizes the flaw in Phaedrus’ character 

so that he continues to talk to him. Socrates introduces himself as a faulty seer and acknowledges 

that he is not good at being a seer. The point of this part of the dialogue is that Socrates begins to 

set up his speech to help Phaedrus realize his own harmful flaws and actions that will become 

harmful to his soul. By introducing himself as a seer, Socrates then moves to how his soul is like 

a seer and forward with the conversation with Phaedrus. Socrates continues by saying,  

 
“In fact, the soul too, my friend, is itself a sort of seer; that’s why, almost from the 
beginning of my speech, I was disturbed by a very uneasy feeling, as Ibycus puts it, that 
“for offending the gods I am honored by men.” But now I understand exactly what my 
offense has been…Phaedrus, that speech you carried with you here—it was horrible, as 
horrible as the speech you made me give…Well, Lysias certainly doesn’t and neither 
does your speech, which you charmed me through your potion into delivering 
myself…You see, my dear Phaedrus, you understand how shameless the speeches were, 
my own as well as the one in your book” (242c-243c).  

 

This passage gives the reader a feel for what Socrates thinks about Phaedrus and the 

speeches he is reciting to him. Also, the passage shows that Socrates is very blunt in telling 

Phaedrus his opinion with a little bit of allegorical background. Essentially, this passage bursts 

the bubble that Phaedrus lives in and Socrates is about to expose him to the real ideas of life for 

his benefit of having a successful soul. 
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  In order to understand why Socrates says this to Phaedrus, there must be a general 

understanding of  the character Phaedrus. Now, Socrates is a man whose ultimate goal is to attain 

knowledge and truth by means of creating his own pathway, which produces a soul enlightened 

by the Good. Phaedrus on the other hand, is a man who loves to hear great speeches and recite 

them word for word. However, he gains nothing from the speeches. He does not get the meaning 

behind the words spoken to him. He is a naïve, gullible and clueless person, especially when it 

comes to securing his own thoughts and being aware of the people around him. Phaedrus 

basically has no original thought of his own and that leaves him wide open for corruption and 

misguided actions that will eventually damage his soul’s possible good enlightenment. Also, 

Phaedrus is a man who does not reflect on the decisions he makes. Socrates is trying to get him 

to be conscious of his choices and the effects they have on himself, Phaedrus, and on other 

people. As stated before, Socrates is trying to use the analogies to help guide Phaedrus to the 

correct pathway of thinking on his own for his own soul’s sake.  The fact that Phaedrus is able to 

take speeches and recite them, but has no responsive questioning of the speeches shows he has 

no mind of his own. Socrates tries to help open Phaedrus’ mind up so he can make his own 

decisions based on the analogies that he hears Socrates create. The character Phaedrus reveals he 

is a man who needs help towards the path of enlightenment and the Good. 

The conversation that eventually leads to the chariot analogy begins with Socrates telling 

Phaedrus that the speech he recited to him was horrible. At the same time, Phaedrus did not 

recognize the speech he was reciting stands against his own personal opinion. Through his 

honest and truthful speeches to Phaedrus, Socrates tries to stir Phaedrus in the correct direction to 

enlightenment and whatever is his ultimate Destiny.  
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On the Parts of the Soul: Truth and Madness 

Before discussing the soul, Socrates brings up the different characteristics the soul 

experiences like truth and madness from the speech of Stesichorus, Euphemus’ son. The reason 

Socrates explains the different trials the soul experiences is to have Phaedrus understand that the 

soul needs to experience these characteristics in order to better understand and know itself. 

Furthermore, to show the variety of speeches to Phaedrus, Socrates creates a different aspect 

therefore a change in conclusion. These trials are essentially the way the soul would develop 

itself. There is a digression in the speech when showing the parts (characteristic trials: Truth and 

madness) before the whole (soul as one being). The separation helps to establish the necessary 

obstacles the soul must encounter. Plato is presenting the parts needed for enlightenment, before 

the soul achieves it. The experiences of truth and madness help to demonstrate the immortal soul 

for the non-philosopher Phaedrus to comprehend and know the meaning behind the words. The 

soul needs to experience these pure qualities for a short time, in order to have a goal and fulfill 

its Destiny. The soul needs that goal it considers a standard to become a part of the gods—or 

close to them. The part to whole description of the soul helps for man to better understand the 

self.  

 Socrates uses the terms inside and outside regarding the soul. The trials of truth and 

madness test the soul to develop itself once it goes through a cycle and to provide its placement 

in the realm of immortal souls. Without the outside bodily objects constantly providing trials for 

the soul, the possibility of growth and development within the soul will be minimal. This causes 

the soul not to be able to understand and know itself during time on Earth. Any action that the 

external body takes results in a primary and secondary reaction on the soul. The primary is the 

reaction of the soul within the man on Earth and the secondary will help or hurt the soul’s 
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placement amongst the other immortal souls. The types of external bodies as trials for the soul 

include: Men who are sociopaths (no conscience, morals, completely apathetic or goals for 

anything), weather, accidents, unexplained phenomena, and godly interference. These all affect 

the soul and help dictate the decisions the soul makes. Socrates transitions to a different topic by 

saying, “Now we must first understand the truth about the nature of the soul, divine or human, by 

examining what it does and what is done to it” (245c). This is when Socrates changes from 

examining parts of the soul to the soul as a whole entity that embodies certain characteristics by 

which one defines an individual soul. 

On the Immortal Soul 

 The immortal soul is in constant motion. Accordingly constant motion makes the soul 

unlimited in its potential for enlightenment. The constant motion of the soul gives possibility of 

limitless truths and the ability to be a god. The soul witnesses the pureness of the Reality, Truth, 

Beauty and all the characteristics that surround the gods constantly.  The soul’s potential is 

unlimited in the various ways enlightenment may occur, whether it is good or bad, since moral 

character primarily depends on the individual’s soul. Socrates says, “Every soul is immortal. 

That is because whatever is always in motion is immortal, while what moves, and is moved by, 

something else stops living when it stops moving” (245c). The soul is always on the pathway to 

enlightenment, as is necessary for the good or bad of the soul’s fulfillment. If the soul stops 

searching, it ceases to exist and man would fade out into oblivion because the souls are not trying 

to achieve the standard and reach the gods. Then man would die off because the souls need man 

to make decisions on Earth that either help or hurt the soul’s goal for pureness. When the souls 

stop moving (searching for knowledge and reaching their goal or Destiny), then they cannot 

make decisions on Earth to help themselves; therefore their existence becomes irrelevant. The 
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constant motion helps facilitate the decisions the soul makes on Earth through man to achieve 

enlightenment. If enlightenment is within man, the soul will be too, but on a potential 

metaphysical level.  

 The constant motion of the soul does not necessarily imply time. Time is something that 

does not affect the soul because it is immortal and a self-mover. Since the soul is a self-mover, it 

does not have a beginning, middle or end; the self-mover potentially just is. In the Phaedrus, 

Socrates says, “…this self-mover is also the source and spring of motion in everything else that 

moves; and a source has no beginning” (245d). Time does not affect the soul unless it is Earth 

bound in a human being. The reason that time affects humans while earthbound is because the 

decision the self makes is in a limited time frame while the person is alive. The actions people 

take establish the placement of their souls when they are not within bodies, but in between the 

heavens and earth and trying to be with the gods in the heavens. Even when man’s body  is gone, 

the self-mover—the soul, continues to recycle itself and can achieve enlightenment of the Good, 

but only by moving closer to the absolute ideals that the gods see constantly.  

On the Phaedo and Meno 

Along with the Phaedrus, there are supplementary general ideas from the dialogues Meno 

and Phaedo. The dialogues have an important idea of the soul’s immortality. In the Meno if the 

soul is immortal then knowledge is recollection. In the Phaedo, Socrates switches the if-then 

statement, so the recollection of knowledge makes the soul immortal. The two dialogues overall 

ideas are useful in demonstrating the power of choice within man. Socrates does not actually 

investigate the assumptions in the if-then statements he creates for the Meno and Phaedo. Also, 

these ideas of immortality and recollection represent the separation of the divine forms and 

human philosophy which is a reoccurring theme in Socratic dialogues. In the Phaedrus, the way 
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that Socrates combines both divine forms and human philosophy is through the use of the chariot 

analogy. 

On the Self-mover as the Soul 

 As briefly mentioned before, the soul as self-mover does not have a beginning, therefore 

it cannot have an end. This also means that nothing creates the soul, so nothing can destroy it. 

The self-mover is an independent and self-sufficient entity that Aristotle considers an actuality in 

accordance with his Metaphysics. Socrates says, “And since it cannot have a beginning, then 

necessarily it cannot be destroyed. That is because if a source were destroyed it could never get 

started again from anything else and nothing else could get started… [the] self-mover is a source 

of motion” (245d).  The purpose of the self-mover and the soul is to have man make good or bad 

decisions that will affect the placement of the soul in the next life for better or worse. Otherwise, 

the accomplishments or failures that a man and a philosopher achieve could not happen because 

the self-mover as soul is the driving force behind man’s actions and decisions. The good or bad 

influence the self-mover experiences within the man makes him move forward or backward 

during his life. At the same time the recycling of the soul’s placement will change based on the 

man’s decisions on Earth. Everything that the self-mover and soul does comes from choice, and 

choice allows it to succeed or fail, and hence the power of choice is the primary factor within the 

soul.  

 Now if the self-mover or soul did not exist, an end would come and all possible notions 

of the gods, the heavens, absolute ideals—essentially everything would cease to exist. The 

reason everything ceases to exist is because the weakness from Earth penetrates the self-mover 

or soul by human influence which produces the possibility and inevitability of death or end. 

“And [the soul] that is incapable of being destroyed or starting up; otherwise all heaven and 
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everything that has been started up would collapse, come to a stop, and never have cause to start 

moving again” (245d-e). Socrates says that to stop the motion of the soul is not possible for it is 

an immortal being.  The soul cannot possibly be mortal because that implies the self-mover or 

soul creates a beginning which is not true; it just is—actuality with the potentiality of 

enlightenment. Socrates states that the, “…self-mover is immortal” (245e). Socrates establishes 

the self-mover and soul as the same entity. Since the heavens and the souls are types of self-

movers; essentially if anything above the Earth ceases, it would have come from an external 

source, implying a beginning of the self-movers that have a higher power. However, self-movers 

and anything above Earth does not have a beginning. The immortal realm is always moving 

towards the heavens, which Socrates defines as absolute perfection. If the gods have a beginning, 

that will create a null and void situation within the universe. The possibility of man and soul ever 

achieving success or understanding comes from the notion of anything above Earth having no 

beginning. Each self-mover or soul is different from the other, but they are all in motion and will 

always outlast earth bound beings such as a man’s body. No matter what choices the soul or self-

mover encounters, it will always have power to be on the path towards some type of 

enlightenment, and towards the Socratic stance towards enlightenment of the Good. In order for 

enlightenment of the soul to occur, the soul has to be in control and dictate the actions and 

decisions of man. 

 Socrates makes it clear that the self-mover and soul should control the man’s body, not 

the man’s body control the soul. The reason is because the soul is immortal and knows what it 

needs and the goals it wants to achieve, having seen the absolute ideas one time or another 

through recollection. Now since a man’s body can influence the decisions for the soul, the soul 

can lose its power. A man with a powerless soul is corrupt. The corruption that occurs in the soul 
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causes unsuccessful completion of the trials and failure to recollect properly and therefore causes 

the soul to be incomplete and repeatedly set-up for failure. The decisions man makes by means 

of a powerful soul versus those by a man with a powerless soul are extremely different. The man 

with a powerful soul is trying to achieve enlightenment, while a weak-souled man is giving into 

his desires and vices without a second thought to the consequences. Socrates states, “…declaring 

that this is the very essence and principle of a soul, for every bodily object that is moved from 

outside has no soul, while the body, whose motion comes from within, from itself, does have a 

soul, that being the nature of a soul…” (245e). Socrates is implying things with a form of 

intelligence, reason, morals and emotions are the only things with souls, in Kantian terms 

‘rational beings’. The reason that a soul is within an individual man is because the actions and 

decisions man makes affects mankind as whole, whether the individual soul will get closer to the 

heavens or remain earth bound. The man with a weak soul that affects the world cannot 

rationalize the effects his actions have on mankind or the world. Once the mortal body rules the 

soul, it loses all reason—meaning it loses the humanity and will it needs to survive and outlast 

the earthbound body. It cannot reach enlightenment and knowledge. When the body dies, the 

mortal part of the weak-souled man will die. When the body stops functioning, the remnants of 

the once immortal soul will recycle into a lower level or life form. When the soul is bound by 

what is mortal, the constant motion stops because the soul/self-mover is the thing keeping the 

motion. One purpose of the external bodily objects is to provide trials for the soul within man 

and help determine whether the soul is on the path towards good enlightenment and the end 

goal—Destiny. Along with the power of choice, the soul recollects its past life and decisions. By 

recollection, the soul’s current choices affect how the individual enlightenment occurs. 

Recollection helps to develop the choices the soul makes.  
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On the Chariot Analogy 

In the chariot analogy in the Phaedrus Socrates begins with the soul or self as something 

that goes through different trials and experiences such as truth and madness. Socrates breaks up 

the soul and what it encounters before he goes into the soul as a whole. In order to understand 

and know the soul, one must know the parts and events it goes through before the establishment 

of the whole actuality can be recognizable. Socrates then begins talking about how the self-

mover cannot have a beginning or end, therefore no creation or destruction can take place. The 

self-movers are essentially the reason the universe and everything known exists because of the 

consistency the self-movers create. 

 In the chariot analogy, Socrates brings up the various types of soul development, and he 

uses the analogy to show different ways how one controls the soul and/or the self. Socrates again 

uses psyche in the senses of the soul and self interchangeably, while in English ‘soul’ expresses 

metaphysical thought and ideas, almost supernatural, in a sense, and the term ‘self’ expresses 

things that are more tangible and earthly. In the big picture, these terms are essentially the same 

when it comes to the power of choice. Socrates says, “…first understand the truth about the 

nature of the soul, divine or human, by examining what it does and what is done to it” (245c). 

  Socrates then gets into the chariot example within the dialogue. The chariot analogy is 

essentially trying to allow Phaedrus to think independently. Socrates says that there is a 

charioteer who steers the two different types of horses.  Next, are three types of chariot 

management representing the levels that the souls can fall under because of their decisions and 

actions on Earth. Overall, the point of the analogy is to force Phaedrus to realize that his soul is 

not at the moment on a pathway that leads to any enlightenment, let alone of the Good. Finally, 

the chariot analogy gives the listener the ability to visualize the power of choice within the soul 
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and how enlightenment occurs. Socrates discusses the structure of the soul in the most humane 

way during this analogy. The soul’s structure is a complex concept for a man to comprehend. 

However, the gods can easily understand the soul. Because of the constant exposure to all the 

absolute ideas, their souls are perfect in comparison to humans. 

 The analogy begins with the gods being called charioteers because they are perfect and 

all good in comparison to humans, “The gods have horses and charioteers that are themselves all 

good and come from good stock besides, while everyone else has a mixture” (246a-b). There is 

an ideal standard by a definition of perfection, which the gods all embody because they see 

everything that is good, pure and absolute. In comparison to humans, the gods are good and 

perfect, but what if they were compared to one another? Would they still consider each other 

good and pure? Would they lose their god-hood if they gained human characteristics by 

comparing themselves to one another? Plato indicates that humans have a choice of which of the 

twelve gods to follow, in terms of the possible ways to achieve enlightenment. On the other 

hand, humans have a defective component in their chariot, which is one bad horse from a bad 

stock and bloodline, “This means that chariot-driving in our case is inevitably a painful difficult 

business” (246b). Anyone who is not a god has a lot of difficulty steering the chariot with a bad 

horse in the reins. All the souls that connect too closely to a body have a serious problem within 

them which hinders their possibility of gaining self-knowledge or immortality. The chariot-driver 

determines whether or not the soul will succeed in the placement amongst the souls in the realm 

of immortality. 

On the Types of Souls 

 After the central analogy of the charioteer, Socrates put forth the idea that the immortal 

soul is good and perfect within a god because it is not necessarily Earth bound all the time. He 
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says, “The whole combination of soul and body called is a living thing, or animal, and has the 

designation ‘mortal’ as well” (246c). It appears there is a combination and separation of the 

terms soul and body. The souls themselves are immortal and recycle through earthbound bodies. 

Some events affect the immortal soul so it will not reincarnate as a human, but most souls will 

always search for the knowledge, pure qualities and enlightenment in order to fulfill their 

Destiny. 

 

 There are four types of souls that Socrates talks about: first, the god’s souls are perfect 

and with good winged horses, “Now a god’s mind is nourished by intelligence and pure 

knowledge, as is the mind of any soul that is concerned to take in what is appropriate to it , and 

so it is delighted at last to be seeing what is real and watching what is true, feeding on all this and 

feeling wonderful, until the circular motion brings it around to where it started” (247d). The gods 

have perfect and pure souls, which fact allows for their constant exposure to absolute ideas that 

are incomprehensible for man. The gods stand in a circle and absorb the pureness and order of 

perfection, while the other souls try to attain that position themselves. However, some peoples’ 

souls are slightly distracted by the horses, but get a glimpse of true reality which is the case of 

the philosopher, “Although distracted by the horses, this soul does have a view of Reality, just 

barely” (248a). The second type of soul, the philosopher’s is not close enough to be a perfect 

soul, but experiences the pure qualities for a short time. The philosopher’s soul revolves around 

understanding and knowing the pure and absolute qualities because it recollects those 

experiences in the heavens. Next the third type of soul experiences the rise and fall of souls, 

because the horses go in different directions due to one being good and one bad, because of 

being untrained in the case of the common man’s soul. Socrates implies a fourth type that 
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become wingless horses due to the bad charioteer who is forever earthbound, “So long as its 

wings are in perfect condition it flies high, and the entire universe is its dominion; but a soul that 

sheds its wings wanders until it lights on something solid, where it settles and takes on an earthly 

body, which then, owing to the power of this soul, seems to move itself” (246c). 

 Most people change their placement in the immortal realm of souls when they try to steer 

the chariot in the direction they want. The chariot’s direction does not mean that the soul is going 

in a good or bad way, but is a path towards one type of enlightenment. The fourth kind of soul is 

earth bound because of the wings falling off due to the “… incompetence of the drivers, and 

many wings break much of their plumage. After so much trouble, they all leave without having 

seen reality, uninitiated, and when they have gone they will depend on what they think is 

nourishment—their own opinions” (248c). The distinction between the third and fourth types of 

soul is a rather blurry line, but it appears that the difference is that one can redeem itself as the 

common man and the fourth cannot, because it is so utterly earthbound by external beings. It 

seems that man without a conscience is completely earth bound because unlike the other souls, 

the man bound to earth does not have a complete soul and becomes virtually a soul-less bodily 

object. The weak-souled man cannot fathom obtaining or briefly seeing the pure qualities in the 

heavens. Once the horses become uncontrollable, the soul is incomplete within the man and 

immortality is lost. The beliefs that the weak-souled man creates are based on ignorance and lies 

to develop his own explanations of human nothingness.  

 Socrates is saying that man and soul are predestined either to gain their full wings or 

never gain them because just or unjust actions of the man and soul determine the placement of 

the soul during the next reincarnation. In the Phaedrus he says, “…any who have led their lives 

with justice will change to a better fate, and any who have led theirs with injustice, to a worse 
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one” (248e). At the same time, there appears to be a grey area in this scale of going up to 

possible perfection or going all the way down to Earth and never again seeing pure qualities. The 

souls seem to be good or bad because of the decisions and actions they make on Earth. Since the 

souls all recycle, they have reason to know what is right and wrong versus what one wants and 

needs. Humans are not necessarily subject to their bodily wants and needs when it comes to the 

moral decisions of right and wrong. The physical wants that man experiences cause the appetites, 

and if he adheres only to those appetites he will never gain the wings to gain any truth much less 

the absolute truth. In a sense, the surrendering to appetites and vices taints the soul and impedes 

understanding and recognizing absolute perfection. 

On the Philosopher’s Soul 

 Out of the four types of souls, the philosopher’s soul can recollect the pure and absolute 

truths it briefly experiences during the reincarnation. Socrates says, “For just this reason it is fair 

that only a philosopher’s mind grows wings, since its memory always keeps it as close possible 

to those realities by being close to which the gods are divine” (249c). Now it is possible for the 

soul to achieve god-hood, but it is also possible to fall lower in the placement amongst the souls. 

The philosopher must constantly try to attain the goal of enlightenment and understanding, and if 

the soul does not, it will fall closer to Earth and possibly become bound to an external bodily 

object. The philosopher’s soul is the highest level of reincarnation before achieving god-hood. It 

takes the philosopher’s soul at least 3,000 years to free itself completely from the body, but only 

if it witnesses absolute truth every time during reincarnation. Witnessing absolute truth happens 

because of the actions and decisions that the soul makes on Earth. When the soul gets a glimpse 

of the truth, it is on the way to the enlightenment of the Good. As Socrates says earlier, 

 “By their nature wings have the power to lift up heavy things and raise them aloft where 
the gods all dwell, and so, more than anything that pertains to the body, they are akin to 
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the divine, which has beauty, wisdom, goodness and everything of that sort…but foulness 
and ugliness make the wings shrink and disappear” (246d-e).  

 

The soul’s earthly choices and actions determine whether it will be able to absorb the 

pureness, perfection and goodness in the heavens along with the gods. On the other hand, the 

typical man’s soul’s reincarnation cycle time is 10,000 years for a glimpse at absolute truth. For 

“the heaviness of the bad horse drags its charioteer toward the earth and weighs him down if he 

has failed to train it well, and this causes the most extreme toil and struggle that a soul will face” 

(247b). Recollection is the key to the philosopher’s soul becoming perfect. If recollection does 

not present itself to the individual, the soul will no longer be a soul of a philosopher, but that of a 

regular man—constantly rising and falling in the placement of the immortal realm. Recollection 

supports the idea of the power of choice. This allows every kind of soul, not just the 

philosopher’s, to reflect and possibly change the ways and improve the soul’s placement in the 

immortal realm. The man’s soul consists of two different types of horses (desire: bad and 

perfection: good) and constantly struggles to get on the pathway to enlightenment. When man 

constantly struggles with the appetites and vices, such as desire, this is not beneficial for the 

soul’s progression and placement within the immortal realm. On the other hand, the perfection 

man can attain by living a just and orderly life will eventually lead the man to goodness. 

Socrates’ uses the example of the horses embodying the struggles the soul endures in order to 

find truth and reach the enlightenment to fulfill its Destiny. 

 Strictly in the metaphysical sense, the philosopher’s soul witnesses truth more than once; 

this is why the philosopher has no concerns for anything on Earth. The philosopher’s soul 

witnesses and experiences truth just like the gods who constantly see absolute Justice, Self-

Control, Knowledge and everything else that is unchanging. Socrates says, “That process is the 
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recollection of the things our soul saw when it was travelling with god, when it disregarded the 

things we now call real and lifted up its head to what is truly real instead” (249c). When the 

philosopher’s soul attaches to a body, the soul disregards normal appetites that most people 

desire like lust. The philosopher’s ultimate goal is to gain knowledge and understanding of 

something that is above him—enlightenment. The way a philosopher achieves this is through 

death, which allows the soul to depart from the earth bound body in order to get another glimpse 

of the absolute qualities. The soul sees a small portion of the unlimited possibilities within 

absolute qualities, during the time on Earth. The philosopher rules himself by the soul without 

any symbiotic body to soul relationship. The external bodily objects do not affect the 

philosopher’s soul because the soul’s primary focus is on experiencing the absolute qualities in 

the heavens again. 

On Inconsistencies in the Analogy 

 The chariot analogy seems a little inconsistent when it comes to the closing. The end goal 

of the soul is to attain perfection and goodness eventually in order to achieve god-hood, which is 

enlightenment of the Good for the soul. The only way to achieve this is through good decisions 

and just actions during the time on Earth, so that the soul can have higher placement during 

reincarnations. The discrepancy occurs when Socrates says that when a god possesses the man he 

achieves complete enlightenment of truth. The problem is that man cannot actualize the absolute 

truths that the gods witness. Enlightenment of man, whether good or bad is an individual truth 

for the soul. All souls experience some type of enlightenment whether individually good or bad. 

The decisions that the soul makes influences the individual’s truth that drives the appetites and 

vices. Destiny does not necessarily determine the appetites and vices that the souls come across 

and base decisions on, but results from the placing of the soul during a reincarnation cycle. On 
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the other hand, the perfect soul will not need a man’s body to help determine its placement, since 

the man in a body would not be able to understand the absolute qualities the soul experiences. 

Socrates believes, “A man who uses reminders of these things correctly is always at the highest, 

most perfect as perfect can be. He stands outside human concerns and draws close to the divine; 

ordinary people think he is disturbed and rebuke him for this, unaware that he is possessed by 

god” (249d-e). In this way a perfect soul within a man no longer needs the bodily aspects of man 

to help achieve perfection during its time on Earth. 

 Furthermore, a god’s soul cannot be in a man, Socrates says, “Now a god’s mind is 

nourished by intelligence and pure knowledge, as is the mind of any soul that is concerned to 

take in what is appropriate to it, and so it is delighted at last to be seeing what is real and 

watching what is true, feeding on all this and feeling wonderful, until the circular motion brings 

it around to where it started” (247d). Since man is not perfect and is corrupt by comparison to a 

god, the mere idea that a god’s soul could inhabit the man’s body is impossible and unnecessary. 

In the analogy, man considers his soul a part of something that is “absolute perfection in 

comparison to others” which is the god’s soul, but since this considering occurs during the time 

on Earth, the man still has tendencies to make unjust and bad decisions.  

On Destiny 

 Socrates uses the soul and self-mover rather interchangeably, so the soul is the self that 

develops over time. This chariot analogy permits the reader to think that no matter how much 

one wants to fight destiny and make instinctual decisions, he or she must accept the hand given 

in life and make the most out of it. The whole idea of destined souls is almost a way of cheating, 

because it does not even allow the opportunity for a little reform on the soul’s immortal road 

towards enlightenment. It is obscure to have Destiny as the controlling factor within a world of 
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the heavens, gods, pure qualities and no origins. To have Destiny above the heavens almost 

implies that it created everything, which is not possible because Socrates says the soul just is, it 

is not created and therefore cannot die. So something appears to be wrong in the conclusion 

about a changeless destiny that he has strongly implied. Still, Socrates is also saying that there is 

a power of choice to fight for what one personally wants and to change Destiny. If the soul is 

free and not destined for any particular pathway of enlightenment, then it would be better for the 

self or soul. The reason is because the enlightened soul has responsibility for either good or bad 

choices on an individual basis. Destiny allows justice to prevail all the time, but only through 

personal choice. 

 Socrates presents Destiny itself as allowing man and soul to have limited choices, which 

change how they end up, whether god-like or forever Earth bound. Every human’s soul can start 

the same way, with a glimpse of truth, “…the law of Destiny is this: If any soul becomes a 

companion to a god and catches sight of any true thing, it will be unharmed until the next circuit; 

and if it is able to do this every time, it will always be safe” (248c). The man, in conjunction with 

the soul will prosper, “…a soul that never saw the truth cannot take a human shape, since a 

human being must understand speech in terms of general forms, proceeding to bring many  

perceptions together into a reasoned unity” (249b-c). Socrates is saying that every soul sees its 

potential future, but the decisions it chooses to make will result in being closer to or further from 

the heavens. The difference within the souls and the gods they choose to emulate will dictate 

some of the individuality and rationale for certain decisions they make on Earth. Socrates is 

presenting to Phaedrus that the end results that man achieves will eventually lead to Destiny, but 

the choices he makes leaves the soul and man in control. The choices he makes will affect the 

individual himself as a man with soul and the people around the individual. The ability to make 
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decisions without having them pre-destined gives man a kind of order within a chaotic society. 

Depending on the end goal for the individual, the choices man makes can either benefit or harm 

his own soul and by extension the soul of the society.  Plato suggests that the soul of the society 

is how the individual souls act within the group. The individual soul forms and shapes the 

society; each soul lives and interacts with one another. In order to have a group, the individuals 

need to be together in a concentrated area. The idea of individual: group::soul: society shows 

explicitly up in Kant who describes the individual in order to describe society as a whole and 

separate being, but the same idea is implicit here in Plato’s Phaedrus. 

Now fast-forward more than two thousand years ahead from Socrates to Kant, who 

explains enlightenment to be the discovery of individualized truth from an external source. The 

difference is that Socrates talks about standards of individual truths, meaning good and bad. 

Socrates tries to guide people to the good truth that helps the soul discover its true self as a being 

that is just, moral, and knowing. While Kant does not specify good or bad truths, he does tell of 

general truth for the individual. According to Kant, one’s good or bad character not a matter of 

destiny; truth is truth for the individual’s enlightenment, which helps dictate the actions and 

sense of duty. The standard of good and bad truths from Socrates and the general truths Kant 

presents both emphasize the power of choice.  Therefore the idea that the power of choice is the 

primary factor that allows the soul to succeed in the immortal realm on an individual level is for 

Kant and Socrates in accordance with the societal greater good.  

In comparison to Kant’s ideas by the Phaedrus analogy of the charioteer and the proof of 

the soul’s immortality, Socrates determines the necessary means which the soul must use in 

order to achieve its end: immortality and personal enlightenment. For Kant this is also a societal 

enlightenment. The soul must explore its power of choice within the lifetime. For Socrates 
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everything revolves around the power of choice within the individual for better or worse. 

Enlightenment within man’s soul allows freedom and creates the ability and possibility of one’s 

making one’s own choices and reaching the unknown, the much sought-after and distant Destiny. 

On the Compelling Connection 

 What is compelling about the chariot analogy is that it suggests that one can adjust the 

range of Destiny’s controlling the soul. Destiny need not be the overall controlling factor. 

Because man can be spontaneous when he wants to be, Plato also implies that the soul can do the 

same action consistently when man’s self and soul are together. The fact that man knows that the 

rational decisions he makes are on his own reasonable accord and not already pre-determined, 

leaves the case of self-control as a kind of destiny. Therefore, justice can be a factor on Earth if 

souls will continue on the correct path for development and Good enlightenment. The soul is 

constantly going through trials as it reincarnates and adapts to different situations. The quality in 

the soul can rise above the appetites and earth bound wants. The soul receives a glimpse of pure 

qualities, which opens the soul’s eyes and makes them want to experience this glimpse again. 

The intriguing qualities or characteristics that the chariot analogy represents allow people to 

question whether they are on the correct path of truth and justice and making their own choices 

based on the given beliefs. Plato successfully grants the reader the necessary nudge to gain 

knowledge through investigating the possibilities. He utilizes two distinct techniques of analogy 

and argument that illustrate and enchant the reader while proving his point through a methodical 

and calculative process. 

Afterword: On Harry Potter—Contemporary Connection 

 The Harry Potter series is about an orphan named Harry Potter. The story begins with 

Lord Voldermort murdering his parents and how he survives and destroys the most powerful 
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dark lord ever as a baby. Around the age of 11, Harry is introduced leaving with the Dursleys 

who are his last living relatives from his mother’s side and treat him like garbage. While Harry 

lives among the Dursleys who are non-magical people, the Headmaster of Hogwarts school of 

Witchcraft and Wizardry, Albus Dumbledore watches over Harry until he becomes of age to 

attend the school. Before Harry has exposure to the Wizard’s world, he has no idea that the story 

“As the boy who lived” has made him a celebrity among the all magical peoples. Once Harry 

becomes aware that there is a whole other world with Hogwarts, strange and life-threatening 

experiences happen during his six years of attendance. All these adventures that threaten the 

lives of himself and his friends revolve around one evil person: Lord Voldermort. Each year at 

Hogwarts, Harry defeats the followers of Lord Voldermort who are trying to bring him back to 

power or Voldermort himself. 

 As the series progresses, the storyline and conflicting within Harry becomes darker and 

more complex, which gives Harry‘s character a lot of different dimensions. Towards the middle 

of the series, the conflict and dark or evil side within Harry Potter begins to emerge and surface 

during his interactions with friends. Now, Harry is a good, just and truthful kid who does not 

want to be bad or evil. He goes out of his way at the beginning of his first year of school just to 

get put into Gryffindor House, rather than Slytherin which is known to have bad wizards come 

out of it. Towards the sixth year of school, Harry starts to see how all the bad and life threatening 

situations that surround him connect to one another. Before the sixth book, Harry is unaware that 

he already destroyed a horcrux which is an enchanted evil item during his second year, which is 

the diary Tom Riddle kept at Hogwarts.  

The darkest times for Harry Potter are during the fourth through sixth years which first 

begin with dreams that are actually happening but with Lord Voldermort as the cause. Then 
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Harry begins to build a wall between himself and loved ones to give himself the feeling of 

isolation and uncertainty. Then he realizes that all the isolation and feeling that no one 

understands his situation is what Voldermort wants Harry to feel like. So Harry opens up and 

allows his friends to help and support him in the good fight against Lord Voldermort and his 

followers known as Death Eaters. Eventually, Harry learns of a prophecy foretold of himself and 

Voldermort: “One cannot live while the other survives”. This basically is the ultimate 

foreshadowing of a final showdown between Harry Potter and Lord Voldermort. Finally in the 

last book, Harry and his friends destroy six out of the seven horcruxes Lord Voldermort creates 

over the years. Then they come to find out Harry is an unintentional horcrux when Lord 

Voldermort tried to kill him as a baby. That is why Harry struggles so much in the latter half of 

the series to be a good person. During the first showdown, more like a sacrifice, Lord 

Voldermort destroys that horcrux within Harry and thinks that he wins and no longer can be 

stood up to. Little does he know that Harry is alive and now his own person because he is not a 

piece of an evil cursed soul. Then the final showdown happens between Harry and Voldermort, 

which Harry wins to fulfill his Destiny.  

 When Lord Voldermort was in school at Hogwarts (at the time he was known as Tom 

Riddle) he began breaking his soul up into parts and placing them in manmade items creating a 

series of horcruxes. The premise of his actions is that in order to be immortal and the most 

powerful wizard in the world, he must separate his soul so that he can live forever. He chose to 

do bad and evil to taint his soul so he could separate it and achieve immortality. Though he did 

not intentionally create a seventh horcrux in Harry, the fact is that he is willing to kill Harry to 

achieve his goal of absolute power and fear amongst all magical beings.  Furthermore Lord 

Voldermort shows how the immortal soul’s power to choose can create monsters that have no 
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boundaries or care for anything but themselves which cause devastating consequences to a group 

or society of souls. Tom Riddle chose to live his life that way because he saw the opportunity for 

greatness at the highest cost and took it.    

 On the other hand, Harry does not have a good or positive upbringing in the care of the 

Dursleys, but unlike Voldermort, this does not develop Harry into a bad or evil person.  It all 

depends on the type of person one is born as, in this story, some people are just born bad, which 

basically does not allow them the opportunity to change or become better. At the same time, 

there can be good people that experience bad and horrific events like Harry, but in the end, they 

have to fight to be good no matter the influence that overwhelms them. In the story, the one 

constant that makes Harry’s determination stronger to fight his hardest is the support he gets 

from his friends who always reel him back to what is good, just and right. As said before, Harry 

chooses to be good mostly because of the people he surrounds himself with are good influence 

and he is inherently a good person.  The Harry Potter series applies to the power of choice with 

the immortal soul because the basic storyline centers around the choices Harry Potter and his 

friends make, which leads them to the moment in time that fulfills their Destiny.  

 I have discussed the analysis of the chariot analogy in the Phaedrus thoroughly in order 

to understand the actual ideas and forms of the power of choice concerning the soul. Harry Potter 

inspired for me the idea of the power of choice through the storyline, and that is why I have 

given an overview, not a thorough analysis. 

  


